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Dr Iain McCormick and Elizabeth Howe l l s
Dr Iain McCormick runs the Executive Coaching
Centre and Elizabeth Howells runs PeopleCentric.
Together they undertake fun coaching skills training
and build productive coaching cultures.

God defend

the manager as coach
New Zealand is showing symptoms of
economic decay according to Associate
Professor Vaithianathan of The Centre for
Applied Research in Economics at the
University of Auckland. Sadly, the economic
gap with Australia is large and continues to
widen. We work longer hours, are paid less
and have lower productivity.

A

recent study from Stanford University showed management
practices within businesses and countries account for
30 percent of the differences in productivity. So it is very
likely that our Kiwi management practices are central to our poor
productivity, long hours and low pay.
In general, Kiwis are spectacularly poor at people management.
Of 16 countries studied by the Ministry of Economic
Development, New Zealand managers were the worst at retaining,
promoting and nurturing talent.
While there are many things that can be done to improve
our people management, the most important is to kill off the
traditional performance appraisal system. This will enable us to
devote more time and energy towards developing performance
coaching as the central workforce development method.
Why is performance appraisal so bad? Appraisal is based on
the assumption that managers can objectively and reliably assess
individual performance, when in reality the process is largely
subjective and hopelessly biased.
With long forms and complex processes, appraisal is often
bureaucracy gone mad. The cost far outweighs the value for most
organisations. Meetings are often only held once or twice a year,
at which time the feedback is much too late for employees to
undertake the necessary corrective action. This means it typically
fails to meet the business needs of generating a motivated,
engaged workforce that is willing to put in extra discretionary effort.
The appraisal systems that rank the top and bottom 10 percent
of employees are fine if there is an endless supply of excellent job
candidates, but in a tight market the practice is demotivating for
the majority. It is not surprising that performance appraisal is of
little value when managers are expected to set staff goals, review
performance, undertake training needs analyses, develop inputs
for the remuneration system and hold career discussions in just
one or two meetings. With these huge and divergent expectations
the system is doomed before it starts.
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If traditional performance appraisal is of little value, what is
the alternative? A process that aligns individual performance
with business needs, and provides timely and effective coaching
for employees is needed. In The Man Who Cured Performance
Appraisal, Graham Winter provides a simple and effective process
to align individual performance with the business direction.
He suggests that we ask three questions about each individual
role, each team and the organisation as a whole. Why are
we here? What must we achieve? How will we achieve this?
This simple process is extremely helpful in clarifying roles and
expectations within organisations.

crossword
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All of this may sound very soft and laissez faire – and thus
far the process is! However, at this point organisations should
conduct simple, low-cost staff opinion surveys every quarter or
so, to assess the level of individual job clarity, quality of manager
feedback, level of development, recognition and engagement.
A five-question survey captures all the critical data. Team
level results should then be fed back to managers during their
own speed coaching sessions. All subsequent promotion and
recognition of managers should be based on a mix of business
results and staff engagement from these simple surveys. This
process ensures that managers get timely and accurate feedback
about the critical people management issues. More importantly, it
means that the results of the feedback have real consequence in
terms of promotion and recognition. The rubber has met the road!
As a country we need to dramatically improve our people
management. Fortunately the process is easy, cheap and enjoyable.
God defend the manager as coach – our country depends on it!
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As a country we need to
dramatically improve our
people management
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Managers then need fun, engaging and informative training on
establishing rapport, active listening, asking powerful questions,
providing feedback, agreeing on actions and reflection on learning.
A two-day course can result in demonstrable skill improvements in
almost all motivated team leaders and managers.
These skills enable managers to undertake speed coaching
with employees. This short, simple and focused coaching process
involves:
Q Finding a relaxed environment in which to undertake the
employee coaching session. A coffee shop is a good choice.
Q Start the session by spending a few minutes showing genuine
interest in the employee. Establish rapport by asking about the
weekend, a recent holiday or perhaps family health.
Q Ask a few simple and open, work-related questions such as,
'How is the job going?' and hold a general discussion.
Q Provide feedback to the employee about: how they are doing
their job, how they are serving their customers, how they are
supporting other team members, how engaged they seem and
how they are developing in their role.
Q Ask for feedback from the employee about: how clear their job
requirements are, how well they feel supported in the job and
what new skills, resources, etc. they need.
Q The manager and employee then both write simple
improvement plans.
Q Finally they celebrate and recognise their achievements to date.
Q With a bit of practice the speed coaching can be undertaken in
15 to 30 minutes. It is most effective when done once a month.
Speed coaching is a critical step in developing a coaching
culture. To achieve this culture change, please do not try too hard
and certainly do not spend much money. The first step is to see
if the CEO is interested in undertaking professional executive
coaching. If the CEO is not interested don’t take another step –
give up! If the CEO sees the value of coaching then proceed to
the next step; give coaching skills training to those managers and
team leaders who want to be involved in the process. Don’t bother
training managers who are reluctant, disinterested or do not have
enough time. It is not easy to force culture change in organisations
– so do not try. Subsequently, team leaders and managers should
only coach employees who are keen to learn and develop.
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Use contract worker for particular job (9)
Measurements used to show satisfactory job
achievement (1,1,1)
Takes over someone's job temporarily (5,2)
Motivate staff to be energetic and enthusiastic (3,2)
Release press announcement about new job
appointment, eg (5)
Made revisions to contract (7)
New entrants minimum wage rate is aimed at some
of these workers (7)
Looks over candidate's CV briefly (5)
Inexperienced new employee faces this sort of
learning curve (5)
Give employee skills, confidence and authority to do
job (7)
___ the line - follow appropriate procedures or
instructions (3)
Rule out job candidate from consideration (9)
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Workplace clash that may be subject of mediation (8)
Individual approaches to managing staff (6)
Employer or manager (4)
Perk offered with some jobs (6,7)
Questions employee about completed project (8)
Dodged work responsibilities (6)
Company providing connection to Internet (1,1,1)
Workplace role models set good ones to staff (8)
Earned through merit (8)
Time for traditional workplace tea break? (6)
In _ _____ - worried about work deadline, maybe (1,5)
What sedentary office workers do a lot (3)
Work can be ____ or voluntary (4)
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